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Abstract

The year 2015 marked the 25th anniversary of modern ultrafast optics, since the demonstration
of the ﬁrst Kerr lens modelocked Ti:sapphire laser in 1990 (Spence et al 1990 Conf. on Lasers
and Electro-Optics, CLEO, pp 619–20) heralded an explosion of scientiﬁc and engineering
innovation. The impact of this disruptive technology extended well beyond the previous
discipline boundaries of lasers, reaching into biology labs, manufacturing facilities, and even
consumer healthcare and electronics. In recognition of such a milestone, this roadmap on
Ultrafast Optics draws together articles from some of the key opinion leaders in the ﬁeld to
provide a freeze-frame of the state-of-the-art, while also attempting to forecast the technical and
scientiﬁc paradigms which will deﬁne the ﬁeld over the next 25 years. While no roadmap can be
fully comprehensive, the thirteen articles here reﬂect the most exciting technical opportunities
presented at the current time in Ultrafast Optics. Several articles examine the future landscape
for ultrafast light sources, from practical solid-state/ﬁber lasers and Raman microresonators to
exotic attosecond extreme ultraviolet and possibly even zeptosecond x-ray pulses. Others address
the control and measurement challenges, requiring radical approaches to harness nonlinear
effects such as ﬁlamentation and parametric generation, coupled with the question of how to
most accurately characterise the ﬁeld of ultrafast pulses simultaneously in space and time.
Applications of ultrafast sources in materials processing, spectroscopy and time-resolved
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chemistry are also discussed, highlighting the improvements in performance possible by using
lasers of higher peak power and repetition rate, or by exploiting the phase stability of emerging
new frequency comb sources.
Keywords: ultrafast optics, light sources, ultrafast control, time-resolved
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
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signal processing possibilities and their ultimate limits [4].
While recent studies employing attosecond technology indicate such possibilities [4, 5], better control mechanisms and
routinely applicable methods are needed in order make such
schemes suitable for applications within modern electronics.
Other few-fs and attosecond measurement approaches try to
access ultrafast charge migration dynamics in molecules. First
results indicate that such processes precede and possibly
mediate structural changes in chemical reactions, opening a
promising ﬁeld, of importance within and beyond fundamental sciences [6]. For these two examples, the temporal
properties of ultra-short XUV pulses are essential; other
applications beneﬁt mainly from other important pulse characteristics (see ﬁgure 1). Coherent imaging schemes for
example, utilize the spatial coherence of the XUV light,
enabling optical microscopy in the XUV regime, where the
shorter wavelength makes it possible to reach high spatial
resolution (also discussed in section 5). Especially with the
prospect of reaching the water-window (∼2.3–4.4 nm), such
approaches offer new possibilities for biological microscopy
applications. However, the available photon ﬂux of today’s
HHG-based XUV sources sets severe limitations [7].

1. High-harmonic and attosecond pulse generation
and spectroscopy
Christoph M Heyl

Lund University

Status
During the last two (almost three) decades, ultra-short pulse
extreme ultraviolet (XUV) sources based on high-order harmonic generation (HHG), have undergone continuous development. By focusing an intense laser pulse into a gas medium,
researchers observed for the ﬁrst time in 1987 weak high harmonic radiation. The underlying physical mechanism could be
described by a simple model: an electron leaves the atom via
tunnel ionization, is accelerated in the strong laser ﬁeld and can
then be driven back to the ion, where an XUV photon is emitted
upon recombination. It was soon predicted, that this process
could enable the generation of attosecond pulses, being emitted
every half-cycle of the driving laser ﬁeld. In 2001, the formation
of attosecond pulse trains (the temporal analog of a high harmonic spectrum containing odd harmonics of the driving laser
central frequency) could be demonstrated, followed by the ﬁrst
generation of isolated attosecond pulses (IAPs) [2].
Today’s HHG-based XUV sources can provide μJ-level
XUV pulses, they reach multi-MHz repetition rates, pulse
durations below 100 as and photon energies spanning into the
soft x-ray spectral region. These remarkable properties have
enabled a wealth of scientiﬁc results and new experimental
possibilities are continuously emerging. Today, a wide ﬁeld
involving ultrafast electron processes in various systems, ranging from ionization dynamics in simple atomic systems to
charge migration tracking in complex molecules, is driving the
research efforts of many groups in the attosecond and highharmonic research community. Moreover, coherent XUV
sources employing HHG present a new class of table-top laserlike light sources. These sources allow extending various
applications such as photoelectron spectroscopy on surfaces and
interfaces, frequency comb (FC) spectroscopy (see also
sections 8 and 12) as well as different nonlinear optical methods
into a new photon energy regime, the XUV, which was previously not accessible with coherent table-top sources [3].

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Progress in attosecond spectroscopy or, more generally, for many
applications employing HHG based XUV sources, has and still is
intimately connected to advances in attosecond source development. Despite their remarkable properties, HHG-based XUV
sources suffer from one main issue: the low photon ﬂux available
in the XUV which is mainly limited by two factors, the average
power of fs-laser systems and the conversion efﬁciency into the
XUV. Both parameters are thus driving extensive development
efforts. On the laser side, progress in optical parametric chirped
pulse ampliﬁcation technology is currently rapidly extending the
available parameter regimes for laser-driven XUV sources (see
also section 13). For HHG, strong efforts have been devoted to
optimize the conversion into the XUV and to scale up the generated photon ﬂux. However, the best values for gas-based HHG
lie in the range of only 10−5 (considering the conversion from a
driving laser pulse centered at 800 nm into one harmonic order
around 20 eV), typically decreasing with increasing driving
wavelength and increasing photon energy. For IAPs, the conversion efﬁciency is even smaller. A promising but challenging
scheme for high-ﬂux HHG (at high repetition rates) is the generation of high harmonic radiation inside an optical cavity [8] and
very recent attempts point towards the application of this scheme
for IAP generation [9]. As an alternative to gas-based HHG
sources, other schemes employing surface and solid state-based
HHG [5], light ﬁeld synthesis [10] and free-electron lasing are
emerging as complementary technology, especially for high-ﬂux
ultra-short XUV pulses.
Besides the efforts to increase the XUV photon ﬂux,
other important source development directions can be
identiﬁed. Many applications set high demands on mainly
one of the two parameters, pulse energy or repetition rate.

Current and future challenges
Many key techniques enabling attosecond spectroscopy and
other applications involving HHG-based XUV sources have
been demonstrated and new theoretical methods have been
developed. It is todays challenge to further advance and apply
these techniques, both within fundamental science as well as
to problems of direct technological and interdisciplinary
relevance. This includes further source development (see
below), advances for the theoretical description of processes
occurring at unfamiliar high photon energies and intensities as
well as advances for many applications for which mainly
conceptual development studies exist today. An interesting
example is the exploration of ultrafast electronic and photonic
3
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Figure 1. Current and future application directions for high-harmonic and attosecond sources, linked to the main source properties enabling

the application.

without changing the XUV generation characteristics [11],
thus opening the possibility to further push attosecond
sources in these directions.
Another important parameter for XUV sources is the photon
energy. Today’s IAPs sources typically span the spectral region
around 20–100 eV. Extending IAP-sources (and more generally,
sources approaching the attosecond regime) into the ultraviolet
spectral range will provide new possibilities for ultrafast
spectroscopy in solid state samples. Conversely, an extension to
higher photon energies (see also section 10) [12], which goes
along with the development of high-power long-wavelength laser
sources, may make it possible to access even faster timescales [13].

Concluding remarks
With today’s attosecond and HHG-based XUV source technology and the insight especially into fundamentally important electron processes these sources have enabled already, a
wide and rapidly progressing ﬁeld has been opened. This ﬁeld
offers many intriguing prospects such as the monitoring and
control of reaction kinetics on an electronic level, ultrafast
electronic and photonic signal processing, new perspectives
for bio-microscopy as well as the direct access to transitions
in highly charged ions and possibly even in nuclei (via HHG
based XUV combs). The next decade will show whether
attosecond and more generally, ultra-short pulse XUV science
can meet these high expectations.

Figure 2. Generated pulse energy (in a single harmonic order above
20 eV), repetition rate and average power of state-of-the-art gas
based HHG sources. References and details on the reported values:
[a: see [14]], [b] expected parameter (a conversion eff. of 10−5 was
taken into account), [c: see [15]], [d: see [16]], [e: see [17]], [f: see
[18]], [g: see [19]], [h: see [20]], [i: see [8]], [j: see [21]], [k: see
[22]]. The gray shaded area indicates a decreasing average power
with increasing repetition rate, as reported in early experiments while
recent results point towards constant average power/conversion
efﬁciency (green shaded area).

Thus, even without pushing conversion efﬁciency or laser
power further, high-harmonic and attosecond sources can
still be scaled to either higher pulse energies, or higher
repetition rates (see also ﬁgure 2), provided that suitable
driving laser sources are developed. Recent results show
that the required attosecond source scaling can be performed

Acknowledgments
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2. Ultrafast laser materials processing (LMP)
Robert R Thomson

Heriot-Watt University

Status
Modern ultrafast lasers readily supply ultrashort laser pulses
(femto- and picosecond) with peak-powers in the MW regime
and higher. Such high peak-powers, on such short timescales,
enable us to access highly nonlinear and non-equilibrium light–
matter interaction regimes during LMP. The high-peak powers
facilitate nonlinear absorption of sub-bandgap photons. This
enables LMP of high-bandgap materials (e.g. fused silica) using
sub-bandgap light, and also the three-dimensional in-volume
LMP, for applications such as optical waveguide writing, laserinduced chemical selective etching and material joining [23].
Compared to longer pulses, ultrashort pulse durations also
enable a fundamentally different light−matter interaction during
LMP, where energy is ﬁrst deposited in the electronic subsystem, while the lattice remains effectively unaffected. This
energy is then transferred to the lattice on longer timescales,
after the pulse has left the focal volume. This decoupling of the
energy deposition and lattice heating allows more efﬁcient and
spatially localized deposition of energy, minimizing the energy
required to modify or ablate the material, minimizing collateral
damage and the heat-affected zone.
Ultrafast LMP is becoming increasingly established in
industrial laser-based production, for applications such as precision cutting of chemically toughened display glass [24], precision
machining of holes in fuel injection nozels, and fragile parts such
as biomedical stents [25, 26] (see ﬁgure 3-top). Femtosecond
lasers are also becoming more common in the clinic, for the
speciﬁc application of precision ﬂap creation during laser-assisted
in situ keratomileusis (LASIK). As shown in ﬁgure 3, this process utilizes the nonlinear absorption of focused femtosecond
laser pulses to create a ﬂap of epithelial material on the surface of
the cornea. This ﬂap can then be folded back to reveal the corneal
stroma for shaping by a UV laser.
New applications for ultrafast LMP are now emerging.
There are several companies offering products and services based
on the capabilities of three-dimensional in-volume ultrafast laser
inscription (ULI) (e.g. Translume, FemtoPrint, Optoscribe (of
which the author is a co-founder), LightFab, Modular Photonics),
where ultrashort pulses (usually <1 ps) of sub-bandgap radiation
are used to directly inscribe structural modiﬁcations inside a dielectric substrate. These modiﬁcations manifest themselves
through changes to the refractive index and/or chemical etch
rate. The chemical etch-rate modiﬁcation capability can be used
to fabricate structures such as microﬂuidics and micro-optics, and
the refractive index modiﬁcation can be used to fabricate devices
such as three-dimensional optical waveguides. The waveguide
writing capability is now ﬁnding applications in many areas, such
as next generation spatially-multiplexed-telecommunications,
where it is enabling the fabrication of devices such as integrated
waveguide fan-outs [28] and photonic lanterns [29] for coupling
light to and from multicore- and few-mode-ﬁbers. A process

Figure 3. Top: biodegradable medical stent fabricated using ultrafast
laser micromachining [26] (reproduced with permission from SPIE,
copyright 2000). Bottom (left): steps involved in femtosecond laser
based ﬂap creation for LASIK. (Right): an scanning electron
microscope image of a corneal ﬂap [27]. Copyright 2000, with
permission of Springer.

similar to ULI can also be used to ‘weld’ materials together,
without a requirement for adhesives.
Current and future challenges
The full potential of ultrafast LMP can only be achieved if
research continues across the full range of technology readiness levels. Basic research is essential to better understand the
fundamental light−matter interaction processes during ultrafast LMP. Increased understanding would open up new capabilities, and enable the ultrafast LMP for a particular
application to be intelligently optimized. More reliable and
higher average power ultrafast laser sources are also required,
as increasing the Watts/$ available from ultrafast lasers
would also open up new mass-production applications. New
beam manipulation technologies, such as scanners and spatial
light modulators are also required, in order to efﬁciently use
the increased average powers available from these sources.
Fiber-optic beam delivery technologies are required, to deliver high-beam-quality and high peak power pulses. These
would enable ultrafast welding processes to be performed
without moving the part, a potentially important step when
welding parts that require precision alignment. They would
also enable the delivery of high peak power pulses into
conﬁned areas of the body, opening up new applications in
medicine for precision tissue ablation.
Ultrafast lasers clearly present a unique and growing set
of LMP capabilities, but it goes without saying that there is a
considerable difference between demonstrating a technology
in an academic environment, and proving its commercial and
industrial viability. For ultrafast LMP to achieve its full
5
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potential, research must also target industrially relevant
applications, and engage potential end users.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
One issue that has so far limited the industrial applications of
ultrafast LMP is processing speed. New high average-power
ultrafast laser systems are now coming to market and opening the
way to increased throughput during ultrafast LMP. Trumpf now
offer the TruMicro 5070 system, which delivers 100 W of
<10 ps pulses at repetition rates of up to 600 kHz. For applications that require shorter pulses, there are also new higher average
power fs-laser sources. Amplitude-Systemes (www.amplitudesystemes.com) supply the Tangor system which supplies a
300 kHz train of <500 fs pulses with an average power of
>30 W. Impressively, rhe InnoSlab system supplied by Amphos
(www.amphos-usa.com) is capable of supplying MHz and kHz
trains of sub-ps pulses at average powers in excess of 400 W!
The high average powers offered by these new systems can
only deliver signiﬁcantly higher LMP throughput if the power is
properly utilized. One route to enable this is to use beam
splitters or diffractive optical elements to split the beam into
multiple beamlets (ﬁgure 4). Another approach is to utilize
high-speed beam scanning technologies. For high numerical
aperture applications, such as in-volume processing, high-speed
galvo-scanning technologies have been developed, such as the
high-speed microscanner from LightFab (www.lightfab.de).
Depending on the device type and complexity, it has been
demonstrated that combining a high average power ultrafast
laser with a high speed galvo-scanner can reduce fabrication
times by orders of magnitude, from hours to minutes. For low
numerical aperture applications, such as surface machining and
marking, high-speed polygonal scanners have been developed,
such
as
the
LSE300
from
Nextscantechnology
(nextscantechnology.com). This scanner can scan a large spot
over a 300 mm ﬁeld-of-view with a spot-scanning velocity of
up to 100 m s−1. Another potential route to decrease fabrication
times is to use a spatial light modulator to create multiple
reconﬁgurable spots and hence more efﬁciently use of the
power available from the laser [30, 31], but this will require
high power handling technologies.
Medicine is one of the most exciting application areas for
ultrafast LMP, with groups around the world investigating the
potential of using ultrafast laser ablation in various areas of the
body (e.g. eye and ear). The delivery of suitable laser radiation
into these hard-to-reach regions is a signiﬁcant technical challenge, but recent advances in novel hollow-core ﬁbers, such as
Kagome, Photonic Crystal, and Negative Curvature Fibers
(NCF’s) [32] now open the way towards a truly ﬂexible and
compact ultrafast laser scalpel suitable for endoscopic use. Fiberoptic delivery technologies such as these open the way to a plethora of exciting new medical applications for ultrafast LMP, as
well as other applications in robotically controlled ultrafast LMP.

Figure 4. (Top) NCF for delivering ultrashort pulses [32]. (Bottom)

Parallel ultrafast LMP of organic solar cells. (Reproduced courtesy
of Dr-Ing. Arnold Gillner.)

Concluding remarks
The future for ultrafast LMP is bright, but challenges must be
addressed to realize its full potential. New technologies, such
as high average power lasers and high-speed scanners, will
open up many industrial applications in mass-manufacturing,
and high damage threshold hollow core ﬁbers open up
exciting applications in medicine. It is clear that ultrafast
LMP is at an exciting transition, and it is now ﬁnding its niche
in industry, yet it remains an active and high-impact area of
both fundamental and applied academic research. With continued research, and targeted industry engagement, the
applications for ultrafast LMP will continue to grow, with an
anticipated beneﬁt to science and society.
Acknowledgments
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3. Frontiers and issues in the measurement of
ultrashort laser pulses
Rick Trebino

Georgia Institute of Technology

Status
The ﬁeld of ultrashort-laser-pulse measurement was born in
the 1960s when laser pulses broke the nanosecond barrier and
became shorter than could be measured using electronics. The
ﬁrst all-optical technique developed for such measurements,
intensity autocorrelation, literally yielded only a blurry blackand-white image of the pulse in time and hence provided only
a rough measure of the pulse length. Worse, for a complex
pulse or unstable train of pulses, it yielded a very short spike
atop a broad background. The spike, now generally referred
to as the ‘coherent artifact’, indicated, not the pulse length,
but the usually much shorter length of the shortest substructure in the pulse. Unfortunately, an autocorrelation’s
coherent artifact was—and still is—often confused for the
actual pulse length, despite its correct interpretation in
1969 [35].
Today the ﬁeld of pulse measurement is quite mature,
and most common measurement problems have been solved.
The frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) class of
techniques yield the complete temporal (and spectral) intensity and phase—literally a high-resolution color image of any
pulse [36]—and accurately measure even very complex pulses. And due to its pulse-retrieval algorithm and over-determination of the pulse, FROG handles coherent-artifact
problems much better than autocorrelation. When presented
with an unstable train of pulses, FROG provides the correct
approximate pulse length and a clear indication of the presence of instability [37]. Most FROG versions also provide a
reasonable typical pulse when measuring an unstable pulse
train. FROG operates over a wide range of pulse wavelengths,
complexities, and lengths, from nanoseconds to attoseconds
[38]. FROG also recently [33] achieved the single-shot
measurement of extremely complex pulses (see ﬁgure 5) such
as individual pulses of continuum and, potentially, optical
rogue waves. And Akturk and coworkers showed that secondharmonic-generation FROG can measure pulses as short as
one optical period in length, provided that a well-known
geometrical-distortion-free crossed-beam geometry (in which
the crystal is imaged onto a camera) is used [40].
Of course, FROG requires a spatially smooth beam and
only measures a pulse in time and frequency, not space. But it
provides a known reference pulse, required for potential
spatiotemporal measurements.
It is important to mention that many alternatives to
FROG have emerged and are also popular. However, many
measure only the coherent artifact [37, 40] and so cannot
distinguish between a stable train of short, simple pulses and
an unstable train of long, complex pulses. While today’s
ultrafast lasers are often more stable than those of the 1960s,
instability (for example, double-pulsing) can still occur. Also,

Figure 5. The ﬁrst single-shot measurement of a complex continuum
light pulse. It was achieved using the XFROG technique [33].
Reproduced with permission from [33] copyright 2014, OSA
Publishing. Note the agreement between the measured and retrieved
traces, a conﬁrmation of the accuracy of the measurement (and, if
this were a multi-shot measurement, the stability of the pulse train).

many utilize nonlinear-optical processes, which can also
cause instability. As a result, users should exert care in using
all methods (when every pulse in a train is different, no single
result can be correct), but especially interferometric ones, to
which instability is generally invisible. There is no independent ‘ultrashort-pulse-train stability meter,’ so this task
necessarily falls to the pulse-measurement technique. Even if
a method can, in principle, operate single-shot, in practice, it
must usually operate multi-shot due to lasers’ high repetition
rates and low pulse energies. And true single-shot operation
for a high-intensity pulse usually averages over a complex
spatial mode—which is similar to multi-shot operation.

Current and future challenges
While many techniques have addressed the problem of
measuring pulses in time and one spatial dimension, the main
challenge currently facing the ﬁeld of pulse measurement is
the complete spatiotemporal measurement of pulses, yielding
E(x, y, t), especially on a single shot. As high-intensity laser
systems generate ever increasing peak intensities and promise
discoveries of new physics, undesired nonlinear-optically
induced pulse distortions become more problematic. Such
spatiotemporal distortions limit pulses’ peak intensity and
hence their utility, but currently go essentially unmeasured.
Even more inspiring is the possibility of illuminating a
medium with an ultrashort light pulse and measuring the
spatiotemporal ﬁeld of the light back-scattered from it in order
to determine the medium’s properties. What medical diagnostics might arise from such a capability? Of course, this
application will require a technique capable of measuring
7
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extremely complex speckle-like beams in space and time. Of
course, the inverse numerical problem associated with such a
measurement would also be extremely difﬁcult.
Additional, less exotic, challenges include greater sensitivity, reduced device complexity, and, surprisingly, operation
for longer (many ps) pulse lengths, which is actually challenging due to the relatively long delays and high spectral
resolution required.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Methods based on using a reference pulse (previously measured and established as stable) have begun to extend measurement techniques to, not just one, but two spatial
dimensions as well as time. Using the SEA TADPOLE
technique [34], which uses a near-ﬁeld-scanning-opticalmicroscopy ﬁber to collect light to be measured, it is now
possible to measure the complete spatiotemporal intensity and
phase of pulses with femtosecond and submicron resolution
(see ﬁgure 6). Another method, nanoFROG [41], has
achieved similar resolution using a nanocrystal as the nonlinear-optical medium in a FROG. Both of these methods are,
however, tedious to perform, requiring lengthy scans in space
and producing four-dimensional data. Fortunately, phasediversity algorithms have signiﬁcantly reduced the amount of
data that must be taken [42], but such measurements still take
too long (many minutes).
Single-shot complete spatiotemporal pulse measurement
is the ultimate goal. At this time, only one such technique,
called STRIPED FISH, has been proposed, and it is a promising approach. It uses a simple apparatus that generates
multiple holograms at different wavelengths on a single
camera frame [43]. It can measure a pulse with a space–timebandwidth product of as much as ∼1000 000 with currently
available multi-megapixel cameras. While this seems to correspond to a very complex pulse in space and time, it is
actually quite simple compared to pulses back-scattered from,
say, a human body. Cameras with many more pixels would be
very helpful in such measurements. Alternatively, speaking
quite speculatively, multi-planar cameras whose different
layers responded to different colors could revolutionize such
measurements. On a different note, even the seemingly simple
problem of displaying the results of such a measurement is
also quite challenging. Software and/or display technology
will have to be developed simply in order to display the pulse
propagating in three-dimensional space and time.
Finally, extending these spatiotemporal techniques to
attosecond pulses is important for this new ﬁeld of science,

Figure 6. Spatiotemporal intensity and instantaneous frequency

(plotted versus time and one transverse spatial coordinate), measured
using the SEA TADPOLE method, of a pulse focused by an overﬁlled lens [34]. Reproduced with permission from [34] copyright
2014, OSA Publishing. Shown are nine snapshots of the pulse from
the side as it propagates through the focus.

and XUV components will need to be developed in order to
extend these simple visible/near-IR methods to this regime,
even for simple pulses.

Concluding remarks
The ﬁeld of ultrashort-laser-pulse measurement is a very
mature ﬁeld that has solved most of its most common problems. Of course, challenges remain, and they include the
development of techniques for conveniently measuring the
complete pulse spatiotemporal intensity and phase, E(x, y, t),
on a single shot and/or at exotic wavelengths, at attosecond
pulse lengths, and for extremely complex pulses in space
and time.
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4. Optical pulse characterization at the single-cycle
limit
Günter Steinmeyer

Max-Born-Institut, Berlin

Status
In the 1980s and earlier, the characterization of the shape and
duration of an optical pulse exclusively relied on autocorrelation techniques. The dilemma of this approach lies in
the fact that, as a matter of principle, one cannot reconstruct
the actual underlying pulse shape from a measured
autocorrelation.
Solution of this dilemma ﬁrst came in the shape of FROG
[36]. Spectrally resolving the autocorrelation (see ﬁgure 7)
provides abundant information that enables unambiguous
reconstruction of the pulse shape for almost all practical
cases. Other techniques followed up, most notably interferometric approaches such as spectral phase interferometry for
direct electric-ﬁeld reconstruction (SPIDER [44]). SPIDER
actually does not measure the temporal pulse shape, yet only
the spectral phase, see ﬁgure 7. This measurement has to be
combined with an independent measurement of the spectrum.
Fourier transformation then provides the temporal pulse
shape.
Other techniques further developed the ideas of the two
prototypical complete pulse characterization techniques.
FROG can be considered the paradigm of tomographic
pulse characterization methods. While a FROG measurement requires scanning of the delay between two replicas of
the pulse under test, one can equally well place a tunable
ﬁlter at ﬁxed delay in one arm of the correlator, which is
known as the sonogram method, or one can completely
abandon the correlator and replace it by a pair of adjustable
wedges that allow to scan the group delay dispersion of the
pulse, which is known as d-scan [45]. Another FROG-based
development is known as multiphoton intrapulse interference phase scan [46], which involves a pulse shaper to
actively manipulate and ﬂatten the spectral phase of the
pulse.
SPIDER has also inspired a number of variants. In its
generic implementation, SPIDER only requires one-dimensional acquisition of interferograms whereas more advanced
implementations of the SPIDER technique rely on spatially
encoded arrangements of the SPIDER trace, which is referred
to as SEA-SPIDER. A parallel development lead to a technique called 2DSI, which requires additional scanning of a
delay while regular SPIDER requires no moving parts.
Today there is a zoo of methods, all fully capable of
retrieving the amplitude and phase structure of ultrashort
pulses. Nevertheless, there still is a remaining problem that is
difﬁcult to tackle. This is characterization of pulses that only
consist of a single oscillation of the electric ﬁeld.

Figure 7. Schematic comparison of different measurement strategies,
involving the generation of replica pulses, subsequent nonlinear
optical processing, and spectral resolution. Reproduced with
permission from [47].

Current and future challenges
When it comes to the characterization of extremely short
optical pulses, all the above-mentioned techniques start to
face extreme challenges. One ubiquitous problem is the
bandwidth of the nonlinear optical process that is at the core
of any pulse measurement techniques. Most implementations
rely on second-order nonlinearities, i.e., second-harmonic or
sum-frequency generation in nonlinear optical crystals like βbarium-borate (BBO). As wider bandwidths require shorter
crystals, a natural limitation is typically reached at a crystal
thickness of 10 μm, see ﬁgure 8. For use of second-harmonic
generation in FROG, this imposes a severe limitation for
spectra that approach the octave. Sum-frequency generation
with a monochromatic ancillary beam, as required in SPIDER, is more efﬁcient in this regard, but also reaches limitations when more than octave coverage is required.
A second important aspect is the beam smearing problem
[48]. Simply crossing two beams in a nonlinear medium
makes the delay a function of lateral position in the crystal.
Consequently, an autocorrelator measures a longer pulse in a
non-collinear beam geometry than in a collinear one, i.e., a
problem which is understood since the 1980s [49]. Fortunately, SPIDER is immune against beam smearing, and
there exist implementations of FROG that are completely
collinear, such as interferometric FROG. Finally, other variants of the tomographic methods like d-scan do not show this
artifact either.
One can safely conclude at this stage that today complete
pulse characterization variants exist which allow characterization of two-cycle pulses. However, let us now ask the
9
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of surface nonlinearities requires tight focusing, which automatically disables non-collinear geometries as they are used
in standard SPIDER or FROG approaches. Here interferometric FROG may be an answer. Then the advantage of
identical wavelength ranges of the input and output beam
immediately creates the problem on how to separate the
output from the much stronger input. This can effectively
only been done in a non-collinear geometry, and this immediately results in beam-smearing problems. While self-diffraction SPIDER poses a lot of additional challenges of its
own [50], it may well be one of the few possible ways to go
for the measurement of sub-cycle pulses.
Given the severe constraints of traditional characterization techniques, maybe one needs do something radically
different at extremely short pulses durations? The answer to
this question may be stereo above-threshold ionization (stereo
ATI [51]). This method is directly sensitive to the oscillating
electric ﬁeld, rather than to the intensity envelope. When
pulses approach the single cycle limit there may be a substantial asymmetry between the maximum negative and
maximum positive electric ﬁeld within a short pulse. This
asymmetry can be used to estimate the duration of the short
pulse. And while stereo ATI is far away from being a full
characterization method, it may actually be the best bet for
measuring the shortest pulses.

Figure 8. Obtainable phase matching bandwidth for the example of
three different FROG variants (data from [50]). Self-diffraction
enables use of a 20 times thicker nonlinear medium than secondharmonic generation.

question how far we can push techniques for reliable measurements of single-cycle or even sub-cycle pulses.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
The previous considerations clearly indicate conversion
bandwidth of the nonlinear process as one particular bottleneck in accurately characterizing few-cycle pulses. One
answer to this challenge could be the usage of surface nonlinearities like surface second-harmonic generation. A second
possible method is the use of a four-wave mixing nonlinearity
such as the self-diffraction process, see ﬁgure 8. Here all input
and the output wave share the same wavelength range, which
reduces relative dephasing of the waves to an absolute
minimum.
At the same time, however, both these possible solutions
also impose restrictions on the beam geometry. Exploitation

Concluding remarks
Pulse characterization has certainly come of age, with methods like FROG and SPIDER that enable access to the complete amplitude and phase information of femtosecond pulses.
While pulse generation techniques are advancing into the
single-cycle regime, this poses new challenges for pulse
measurement techniques. However, there are a few promising
approaches that may be able to overcome the single-cycle
barrier. Currently, one of the best ways appears combination
of several parallel measurement techniques [51] as, for
example, SEA-SPIDER and stereo ATI.
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5. Time-resolved chemistry
Helen H Fielding

University College London

Status
Breaking and making molecular bonds is fundamental to
chemistry. The typical vibration period of a covalent bond in
a molecule is of the order of tens of femtoseconds; therefore,
to observe bond rearrangements during chemical reactions
requires us to probe them on this timescale. Ultrafast measurements of chemical reactions became possible in the late
1980s, with the advent of femtosecond lasers. The ﬁrst pioneering experiments using femtosecond lasers to record
‘molecular movies’ of bonds being broken and made were
carried out by Ahmed Zewail and coworkers; the signiﬁcance
of this work was recognized by the award of the Chemistry
Nobel Prize in 1999 [52].
Femtosecond laser experiments for time-resolved chemistry employ pump–probe techniques in which a pump laser
pulse initiates a chemical reaction, or creates a non-stationary
state or wave packet, and a probe laser pulse is ﬁred at a series
of precisely timed intervals after the pump pulse. The probe
laser pulse is conﬁgured to generate an observable that provides information about the evolving system. Precisely what
information is obtained from these experiments is dependent
on the pump–probe excitation scheme and the observable.
During the last two decades, a great deal of progress has been
made in developing differential detection techniques that
allow us to obtain detailed information about the pathway
from reactants to products.
Femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
(TRPES) has proved to be a powerful detection technique for
probing ultrafast molecular dynamics in the gas phase [53],
for example, to probe the photoresponse of the green ﬂuorescent protein chromophore (ﬁgure 9) [54]. The related
techniques of femtosecond time-resolved photoion
spectroscopy and photoelectron–photoion coincidence
spectroscopy have proved invaluable for unraveling the
mechanisms of photoinduced fragmentation reactions [55]. In
solution, femtosecond dispersed ﬂuorescence spectroscopy
and femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy have been
shown to be particularly valuable tools and have allowed, for
example, the observation of unidirectional rotation in lightdriven molecular motors [56] and simple bimolecular reactions [57].
The next step is to advance these tools to follow bond
rearrangements directly, in larger molecules and bimolecular
reactions, in complex chemical and biological systems and
advanced materials, in the same level of detail that is currently
possible for small isolated molecules.

Figure 9. Experimental photoelectron spectra of the deprotonated

green ﬂuorescent protein chromophore as a function of pump–probe
delay, following excitation of the S1 state at 500 nm and probing at
800 nm. Reproduced with permission from [54], copyright 2013
Royal Society of Chemistry.

surfaces associated with different electronic states are ubiquitous. One of the current challenges is to track wave packet
motion through these conical intersections directly. Not only is
the motion very fast (typically 10 s fs) but to ionize the lower
lying electronic states of neutral molecules tends to require
vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light. UV-pump VUV-probe
TRPES using sub-20 fs laser pulses is a promising tool for
following ultrafast nonadiabatic dynamics in large molecules
[53]. Photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD) using circularly
polarized light sources has been shown to be a sensitive probe
of chirality and femtosecond pump–probe PECD shows promise as a tool for probing the dynamics of large systems due to
the sensitivity of PECD to molecular conformation [58].
In solution, current challenges include observing the
solvent response to photoexcitation of a solute and distinguishing dephasing and ensemble averaging contributions to
decoherence times. Multidimensional spectroscopies are
powerful tools for identifying vibrationally, electronically or
vibronically coupled states and will play an important role in
unraveling the complex spectra of larger systems. The introduction of liquid microjets has made it possible to extend
photoelectron spectroscopy of molecular systems to the
solution phase [53]. So far, femtosecond TRPES studies in
liquid jets have focused on solvated electrons and small
biomolecules and the challenge is to extend this technique to
complex systems, such as proteins.
Recent developments in the generation of ultrashort
pulses of photons with very short wavelengths (see section 1)
are opening up unprecedented new opportunities for chemical
dynamics [59]. Femtosecond slicing methods at synchrotrons
are enabling x-ray absorption and emission spectroscopies

Current and future challenges
In polyatomic molecules, ultrafast non-adiabatic transitions
through conical intersections connecting the potential energy
11
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and x-ray free electron lasers (XFELs), which have photon
ﬂuxes that are several orders of magnitude higher, represent a
real revolution in the ﬁeld of structural dynamics. A major
challenge is to extend successful picosecond pump–probe
x-ray studies at 3rd generation synchrotrons to the femtosecond time regime at XFELs and combine sub-Angstrom
spatial resolution for mapping individual atoms with sub100 fs temporal resolution. X-ray crystallographic resolution
of small photoinduced differences, in the photoactive yellow
protein, has been shown to be possible [60], and the ﬁrst
molecular movie using x-ray scattering, for the electrocyclic
ring opening reaction of 1,3-cyclohexadiene to 1,3,5-hexatriene [61], has been reported (see ﬁgure 10). The next
challenge is to study more complex chemical and biological
reactions in the condensed phase.
Another challenge is the coherent control of electron
motion and bond formation, which might eventually open up
the possibility for industrial scale photochemical synthesis.

Figure 10. Calculated % intensity change in x-ray scattering pattern
during the ring opening reaction of 1,3-cyclohexadiene as a function
of pump–probe delay [61]. Adapted with permission from [61],
copyright 2015 American Physical Society.

survey multidimensional spectroscopies in solution to identify
coupled modes rapidly. A challenge might be to develop
standard pulse sequence designs and pulse shapers and standard software packages for analysis and interpretation (see
section 3), so multidimensional spectroscopy could become a
routine tool for chemists, like multidimensional NMR.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Although synchrotrons and XFELs provide the potential for
studying dynamics of chemical and biological systems with
unprecedented time and space resolution, there are many
technical challenges. These include improving methods of
sample delivery for complex chemical and biological systems
and advanced materials, improving the stability of the light
sources, such as ﬂuctuations in XFEL spectra and pulse-topulse intensity and pump–probe time-jitter, developing
ultrafast x-ray optics, such as split-and-delay optics, high
dynamic range diagnostics and high frame-rate and dynamic
range area detectors. Increasingly sophisticated measurements
also require more sophisticated numerical tools to deal with
data processing at high spatial and temporal resolution.
Interpreting the results of more differential measurements
on more complex systems requires sophisticated computational methods capable of solving the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation at the atomic level at very small time
intervals. A major challenge for computational excited state
dynamics is to combine accurate potential energy surfaces
with accurate nuclear dynamics. Current methods are computationally expensive and often not stable over a range of
conﬁgurations and become even more complicated in an
environment. Another major challenge is the need to calculate
experimental observables directly.
The development of truly broadband visible and IR
sources will open up the possibility for carrying out broad

Concluding remarks
Understanding physical, chemical and biological change at
the microscopic scale is important in a diverse range of processes in nature and technology, from light harvesting and
photodynamic therapy to nanoscale machines and electronic
devices. A major goal is to develop our understanding to the
point where it becomes possible to design molecular systems
and light ﬁelds, for a particular function, from ﬁrst principles.
The possibility of increasingly differential measurements and
calculations on more complex molecular systems, makes the
future for femtosecond chemistry very exciting.
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6. Optical frequency combs (OFCs): an enabling
technology
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Status
OFCs generated by ultrafast mode-locked femtosecond (fs)
lasers have since their ﬁrst demonstration in 1998 [62]
revolutionized the art of measuring and controlling the frequency of light waves. They provide us with a series of
precisely spaced, sharp spectral lines and can be seen as a
ruler in frequency space or as a gear for dividing down or
multiplying up to optical frequencies of hundreds of THz.
Today they are used in various applications such as precision
spectroscopy and optical atomic clocks, distance measurements, trace gas sensing and related environmental science
applications, ultracold gases, molecular ﬁngerprinting and
associated biomedical applications, precision spectroscopy in
astronomy and attosecond physics, to name a few.
For most applications today, the OFC is generated by a
mode locked fs laser. To understand its mode structure, we
consider a pulse circulating in a laser cavity with length L at a
carrier frequency fc that is subject to amplitude modulation
described by an envelope function A(t) with periodicity T
given as the pulse round trip time T=2L/vgr. Fourier
transformation of A(t) reveals that the resulting spectrum
consists of a comb of laser modes separated by the pulse
repetition frequency fr=1/T and centered at fc. Since fc is
not necessarily an integer multiple of fr, the modes are shifted
from being exact harmonics of the pulse repetition frequency
by an offset fo (see ﬁgure 11):

Figure 11. Optical pulse train in time and frequency domain. The

offset frequency is linked to the pulse to pulse phase slip between
carrier and envelope of the pulse by f0=Δj/T2π.

not easily accessible with mode locked lasers, facilitated by
the small dimensions of typical resonator designs.
Already before the invention of fs laser based comb
sources, combs based on electro optic modulation have been
used [64]. Such devices have lately been brought to new
heights and direct f:2f stabilization has become possible. On
the other hand, active modulation also allows mode locking of
compact diode laser sources, including quantum cascade
lasers (QCL).

Current and future challenges
OFCs have in the course of the past almost two decades found
their way into a diverse number of applications. Each of these
applications poses its own set of requirements and challenges.
The original driver to develop OFCs has been precision
spectroscopy on atomic hydrogen. As of today, this is a very
active ﬁeld of research, serving as a test bed for quantum
electrodynamics. Precision spectroscopy at the extreme has led
to the current generation of optical clocks now reaching the low
10−18 level not only in terms of stability but also accuracy [65].
This development satisﬁes the ever increasing demand for stability and accuracy of time and frequency signals. Such optical
clocks rely on narrowband optical transitions and use a OFC as
clockwork. Therefore OFCs need to keep pace. A high shortterm stability of the OFC is required to shorten measurement
time and to ease the process of investigating systematic
uncertainties and drifts. To this end phase drifts within the
combs system have to be analyzed and eliminated to the highest
degree possible. RF signals from down-converted optical
oscillators can serve as generators for low phase noise microwave signals that serve as sources for radar or astronomical
VLBI applications.
In recent years, OFCs have also found their way into
astronomy, as calibrators for astronomical spectrographs.
Their unparalleled accuracy opens up new areas, such as the
detection of Earth-like extrasolar planets through radialvelocity measurements or the direct observation of the

fn = n ´ fr + fo , n = a large integer.

This equation maps two radio frequencies fr and fo onto
the optical frequencies fn. While fr is readily measurable, fo is
not as easily accessible. In the most simple case that an octave
spanning optical spectrum is available an f:2f interferometer
can be used to detect the offset frequency. Over the years fs
laser sources based on different gain materials have been used
for comb generation. Early work has mainly been done with
Ti:Sa lasers, today much of the work is done with ﬁber lasers
based on Er, Yb or Tm doped ﬁbers.
Since 2007 a new OFC generation scheme has emerged
that uses parametric frequency conversion in micro resonators
with very high quality factors (Q) [63]. Such micro resonator
optical frequency combs (MFC)—or Kerr combs—are generated by coupling a continuous wave pump laser into a high
Q optical micro resonator with a Kerr nonlinearity which
converts an input pump laser to an OFC via parametric processes. MFCs generate the same equidistant grid of optical
frequency components as fs laser based combs, provided that
the parameters are chosen correctly. This approach allows
access to high repetition rates in the range of 10 GHz–1 THz
13
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with their higher cavity ﬁnesse are less prone to ASE and
pump noise. Fiber lasers with increased control bandwidth
and orthogonalized electro optic actuators are now rivaling
solid-state based combs for best performance. Higher control
bandwidth resulting in very tight locks to optical references
and all polarization independent ﬁber laser designs using
nonlinear optical loop mirrors (NOLM) make this possible.
Stability and accuracy of such systems is below 1×10−16 at
1 s and well below 10−18 at 1000 s, the benchmark of current
optical clock development [70]. Other applications as envisioned in mission scenarios for future ESA and NASA missions require OFCs to be space proof or ready for airborne
use. First steps in this direction have been taken, with suborbital sounding rocket ﬂights in April 2015 and January
2016, bringing a fully functional OFC into space and
back [71].
Technology development around OFCs is currently
experiencing an unprecedented boost. Firstly, this boost is
targeted towards wavelength conversion to other, previously
not accessible wavelength. High harmonic generation in gas
jets inside enhancement resonators has ﬁnally produced
remarkable results, generating XUV combs with power levels
useful for spectroscopic applications. On the mid-IR side of
the spectrum, FCs are now routinely generated either by
difference frequency generation (DFG) that produces offset
free combs or by optical parametric oscillators (OPOs). The
later is especially useful for average powers at the Watt level.
In the mid-IR spectral range, OFCs generated by frequency
modulated QCLs [72] are currently receiving a lot of attention. Another branch that has lately attracted a lot of attention
is the use of two FCs with slightly offset repetition frequencies. Such a conﬁguration is the comb equivalent to
classical FTS, with the advantage of fast acquisition times of a
few 10 μs, broad spectral coverage and unprecedented
accuracy.
This is certainly a non-exhaustive list of activities that
has seen a steady growth over the last years.

accelerated cosmic expansion. The regularly spaced lines of
an OFC that are well known and controlled by an atomic
clock are ideally suited to calibrate spectrographs, surpassing
common thorium–argon calibration lamps in many ways [66].
The challenge here is that the comb lines must be resolved by
the spectrograph, which requires a large mode spacing of
typically 15–30 GHz and a broad spectral coverage is paramount, preferably the full visible and near infrared spectral
range from 380 to 1200 nm. In order to be useful tools for
astronomers they have to be operated remotely and continuously, requiring engineering questions to be solved.
Biomedical optics and molecular spectroscopy drive the
development towards mid-IR wavelengths. Commonly used
Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTS) has shortcomings in
terms of resolution and acquisition speed that can be overcome
with OFC based techniques [67]. Other applications requiring
coherent XUV light can also beneﬁt from OFCs. For the OFCs
to be useful in the frequency domain they have to be generated
with multi MHz mode spacing. This results in a reduced energy
per pulse, which is usually offset by adding an enhancement
cavity around the noble gas jet used for high harmonic generation (HHG) [68].

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
The advances in the last few years to meet these challenges
fall basically into three categories.
Combs generated by micro resonators are ﬁnally well
enough understood to allow reproducible low noise operation
and self referencing, the well known fs laser OFCs have made
big technological progress towards low noise, easy to use,
space and airborne systems and ﬁnally a lot of technology has
been developed around the combs to convert the combs into
the UV and mid-IR spectral range and use dual comb systems
for different applications.
Micro resonator based combs investigated around the
world mainly fall into two platforms: crystalline or amorphous
material (e.g. MgFl or fused silica) micro-machined and
polished into circular geometry and on chip waveguide based
devices (e.g. SiN). With the ﬁrst showing higher Q, the latter
showing lower Q but higher nonlinearity. Compactness and
possibly chip-scale integration together with the high repetition
rates in the tens of GHz range is enabling an increased number
of comb applications, especially in astronomy, microwave
photonics, or optical telecommunications. Although the technology is somewhat less mature than the laser based combs, big
advances have been made in the past two years in understanding the noise sources, allowing reproducible low noise
operation, including the generation of solitons, as well as self
referencing of MFC systems [69]. MFC generation is also
possible in the mid-IR, currently a very active ﬁeld of research.
Femtosecond laser-based combs are the work horses for
most OFC applications around the world. Solid-state as well
as ﬁber laser sources are investigated. Fiber lasers having the
advantage of better usability and ruggedness, solid-state lasers

Concluding remarks
OFCs today are a mature, commercially available technology.
Nevertheless, we still see an ever increasing number of R&D
activities from various ﬁelds all around the world, making the
OFC community a very active one and OFCs a truly enabling
technology.
Many of these OFC applications are ready to leave the
optical table inside well controlled laboratory environments
enabling unprecedented measurement capabilities in the ﬁeld.
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7. Ultrafast ﬁber laser sources

generated by coherent combination of a bundle of ﬁber
output.
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Current and future challenges
Current challenges in mode-locked ﬁber lasers are still the
reliable mode-locking starting and pulse shaping mechanisms,
pulse energy, high order dispersion compensation in ampliﬁed pulses, wavelength extension, novel ﬁbers for ﬁber lasers
and pulse delivery and coherent beam combination.

Status
Beneﬁtting from the wave guiding property of an optical
ﬁber, ﬁber lasers have the intrinsic advantages of excellent
heat dissipatability, near diffraction-limited beam quality,
large gain, compactness and alignment robustness. Those
fascinating features have motivated researchers to use ﬁbers
as ultrashort pulse generation devices for more than two
decades [73].
There have been three mode-locking techniques developed for ﬁber lasers: the nonlinear amplifying loop mirror
(NALM), the nonlinear polarization evolution (NPE) and the
saturable absorbers. The NALM is the earliest mode-locking
technique in Er:ﬁber lasers. However, the mode-locking is not
self-starting. Shaking mirrors or saturable absorbers have to
be applied to assist mode-locking. Since the NPE technique
was developed, mode-locking can be self-starting. Semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors (SESAMs) are the most
successful among all saturable absorbers. The SESAM can be
used either solely in linear cavity ﬁber lasers or in NPE ring
lasers as a mode-locking starter. Recently, novel materials as
mode-locking devices, such as carbon nanotube and graphene
saturable absorbers, have become popular research topics. At
the same time, the new point of view on NALM has triggered
the renaissance of the so called ‘ﬁgure 8’ ﬁber laser (F8L, the
joint double-ring ﬁber cavity looks like the number ‘8’) [74].
The enlarged splitting ratio in the coupler makes the ﬁber
laser work at a higher initial intracavity power, so that there
are more opportunities to generate high power spikes for the
nonlinear loop mirror to catch. The polarization maintaining
ﬁber keeps the mode locking robust once it builds up. This is
particularly important in industrial applications such as material processing, introduced in section 2.
For shaping of the intracavity pulses, the key process is
the interplay between the dispersion and the nonlinearity.
Soliton pulse shaping is the primary process that dominated
the early ﬁber lasers at communication wavelength. As the
normal dispersion takes part in the process, the pulse proﬁle
greatly varies along the ﬁber depending on the amount of the
normal dispersion. The dispersion managed ﬁber laser as it is
called can manage the net ﬁber dispersion for from anomalous
to all-normal so that the lasers are still mode locked. In the allnormal dispersion regime, the key to keep the laser working
in pulsed mode is the spectral ﬁltering that prevents the pulse
from further spreading by chopping the leading and falling
parts of the pulse.
Ultrafast ﬁber lasers are becoming the fundamental elements in many optical systems for numerous industrial,
medical and scientiﬁc applications. Intense pulse applications
such as coherent x-ray and attosecond pulse generation and
laser-driven particle accelerators, normally operated with
solid-state lasers, also expect to use ﬁber lasers that can be

Reliability

Although carbon nanotubes and graphene have demonstrated
successful mode-locking devices, the uncertain modulation
depth, sophisticated preparation process, large non-saturable
loss and low damage threshold are still the key issues that
block their real-world application in mode-locking ﬁber
lasers. New materials towards a faster recovery time, a lower
non-saturable absorption loss and a higher damage threshold
are the challenges. On the other hand, searching for novel
mode-locking mechanisms without using saturable absorber
materials is also challenging.
Pulse energy and peak power

Pulse energy is one of the main parameters that ﬁber lasers are
behind on bulk lasers described in section 7. To increase the
pulse energy, the most straightforward way is to increase the
mode ﬁeld area of the ﬁber. To date, the largest fundament
mode area is around 50 000 μm2 [75] for un-doped ﬁbers, and
for doped ﬁbers it is in the range of 5000–8000 μm2 [76].
However, even with unlimited mode area the ultimate limitation is the self-focusing effect inside the ﬁber which will
limit the peak power of ﬁber laser operating in the fundamental mode to around 6 MW [77].
Repetition rate

The pulse repetition rate of ﬁber lasers draws attention mainly
due to the requirement in the OFC generation and industrial
applications. 1 GHz repetition rate ﬁber laser has been
demonstrated [78] with innovative high power integrated
WDM-collimtors (ﬁgure 12). The challenge is how short the
ﬁber can be for the highest fundamental repetition rate to
reach multi-gigahertz with silicate ﬁber. Highly doped ﬁber
can only be seen in phosphate ﬁber [79]. On the other hand, a
repetition rate below 1 MHz required in micro-machining is
also a challenge due to the difﬁculty in pulse shaping in super
long ﬁber cavity.
Wavelength range expansion

Because of the growing interest of mid-infrared (MIR) laser
sources for applications in attosecond and x-ray science,
molecular spectroscopy and coherent control, it is required to
extend the ﬁber laser to run at longer wavelengths. The
transmission of fused silica glass is below 2.3 μm [80]. To
further extend the operating wavelength, it is necessary to use
a non-oxide glass, such as ﬂuoride or sulﬁde glass. There
have been many ﬁber lasers based on ﬂuoride glass
15
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were also proposed and demonstrated to generate tens of nJ
pulse energy [84].
Combining a of bunch of ﬁber laser output into a pulse
energy from mJ to J level is the ultimate way to increase pulse
energy. The key technology is the coherent beam combining
through the coherent ampliﬁcation network [85], in which the
seed pulse is split and ampliﬁed in separate ﬁber ampliﬁer
channels. The relative phases between different outputs are
controlled so they can constructively produce a single higher
power beam [86].
Alternatively, the combination with solid-state ampliﬁers
in the ﬁnal ampliﬁcation stages, such as innoslabs [87], or
zigzag slabs [88], may not be avoidable.
For ﬁber delivery, the hollow core Kagome ﬁber with
negative curvature (ﬁgure 4, top) shows strong resistance to
damage. The record of transmission peak power is 240 MW
with the intensity exceeding 10 TW cm−2 [89].
Multi-gigahertz rate ﬁber lasers rely on the progress of
highly doped ﬁbers. Although phosphite glass ﬁbers can be
heavily doped, they have the problem of splicing with silica
ﬁbers. Theoretical studies have paved the road for giant
chirped pulse generation in super long ﬁbers to mode lock in
<MHz repetition rate.
Till now there are still no perfect solutions for MIR ﬁber
lasers. Many researchers are devoted to improve the splicing
technology by ‘sticking’ the fused silica ﬁbers to ﬂuoride
ﬁbers. A huge amount of effort has been invested in the
development of ﬂuoride ﬁbers. With the advance of the
industrial chain for ﬂuoride ﬁbers, more and more integrated
components based on ﬂuoride ﬁbers will emerge, which
would greatly expand their applications.

Figure 12. Conﬁguration of 1 GHz NPE mode locked ﬁber laser that

delivers 60 fs pulses at >600 mW output power.

demonstrated with decent results, but the biggest challenge is
that a ﬂuoride ﬁber has a very different melting temperature
from a silica ﬁber, which makes it very difﬁcult to splice them
together. It greatly limits the usage of ﬂuoride ﬁbers.
Fiber optic beam delivery

As mentioned in section 2, ﬁber delivery of high beam quality
and high peak power pulses enables material and medical
processes to be performed in conﬁned areas. Solid-core ﬁbers
are unable to achieve this due to the dispersion and nonlinear
optical effects.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Novel saturable absorbers are still worth trying, including
topological insulators [81]. Preference will be given to those
with sub-ps recovery time, low saturation ﬂuence, high
modulation depth and high damage threshold.
The emerging of the biased NALM based ‘ﬁgure 9’ ﬁber
laser (the broking of one of the rings in the ﬁgure ‘8’ ﬁber
laser makes the cavity like the number ‘9’) [82] seems able to
solve both self-starting and long-term reliability problems
with unlimited lifetime. Such a technique is likely to become
the overwhelming technique to replace most of the current
mode locking mechanisms. The research topics left are how
the cavity parameters affect the mode-locking threshold,
output pulse duration and pulse energy, such as the beam
splitting ratio, the amount of phase bias and the cavity conﬁgurations with extremely long or extremely short ﬁber
length.
A rod type photonic crystal ﬁber is still the most capable
ﬁber that offers the highest pulse energy among ﬁber lasers.
Chirally coupled core (‘3C’) [83] and high order mode ﬁbers

Concluding remarks
Ultrafast ﬁber lasers are becoming the fundamental elements
of many optical systems for numerous industrial, medical and
scientiﬁc applications. The applications can be as small-scale
as ocular surgeries and biological imaging, or as large-scale as
ﬁber communication and nuclear fusion; can be as precise as
optical clock and molecular spectroscopy, or as brutal as laser
machining and laser ignition of fusion. But at this point it is
just the beginning of the era of ultrafast ﬁber lasers. There are
still many challenges that lie ahead. The advance of novel
ﬁbers and mode-locking technology will stimulate more and
more applications.
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8. Microresonator sources of ultrafast pulses
Pascal Del’Haye

National Physical Laboratory

Status
Optical microresonators have gained a lot of attention for
nonlinear optics at extremely low threshold powers. The high
optical quality factors combined with small mode volumes
enables the observation of nonlinear optical effects like
Raman scattering, Brillouin scattering, cavity optomechanics,
parametric oscillations, and third harmonic generation at submilliwatt optical powers.
In recent years, optical microresonators have attracted
signiﬁcant interest for the generation of OFCs via four-wave
mixing (microcombs) [63, 90, 91]. At present, microcomb
generation has been observed in a variety of different materials, including fused silica, silicon, silicon nitride, magnesium ﬂuoride, calcium ﬂuoride, diamond, and aluminum
nitride.
However, it only recently became possible to generate
ultrafast pulses with whispering gallery mode microresonators
for the ﬁrst time. Here, it is important to realize that, unlike
mode locked lasers, microresonator based FCs can emit a
spectrum of equidistantly spaced frequencies that does not
correspond to a pulse train [92]. Only a constant phase difference between all the comb modes leads to short pulses in
the time domain. Generation of ultra-short pulses via soliton
formation in microresonators has recently been observed in
magnesium ﬂuoride [93] and silicon nitride [94, 95] and fused
silica resonators [99]. Moreover, recent advances in carrier
envelope offset measurement [100] and stabilization [101,
102] could enable the generation of sub-cycle pulses directly
within a microresonator.
Figure 13 shows the principle of microcomb generation
via four-wave mixing and the difference to mode-locked
lasers. Most importantly, a microresonator comb is generated
directly from the pump laser via the χ(3) nonlinearity of the
resonator without an additional gain medium. This also
implies that the pump laser is directly part of the comb
spectrum of the microresonator, which enables direct control
of the comb’s center frequency and additional control of the
carrier envelope offset frequency.
Reported pulse lengths from optical microresonators are
around 200 fs in magnesium ﬂuoride and fused silica and
silicon nitride resonators [99–101]. The shortest reported
pulse length of 30 fs has been reported in silicon nitride
resonators at a repetition rate of 190 GHz [93] (see ﬁgure 14).
Further reduction of the optical pulse length would make
microresonator-based sources ideal tools for time domain
ultrafast spectroscopy applications for out-of-the-lab use.

Figure 13. Optical frequency comb generation in microresonators.

(a) Fused silica microrod resonators with diameters between 200 μm
and 8 mm (mode spacings from 300 GHz to 8 GHz). Comb/pulse
generation block diagram for microresonators (b) and mode locked
lasers (c). Panel (d) shows the comb generation process in
microresonators via degenerate (1) and non-degenerate four-wave
mixing (2).

Figure 14. Panels (a) and (b) show the optical spectrum and

calculated pulse width from a silicon nitride microresonator comb
(data from Brasch et al [93]). Panel (c) shows the inﬂuence of
geometric dispersion on the spatial position of the mode (from
[103]). Precise control of the resonator geometry enables further
reduction of the resonator dispersion with the goal of further spectral
broadening of microcombs.

in order to increase the spectral bandwidth and reduce the
pulse length. Conventional mode-locked lasers have the
advantage that it is possible to precisely control the laser
cavity dispersion with chirped mirrors, or prisms. In the case
of microresonators, the dispersion has to be adjusted at the
fabrication stage. However, several publications have pointed
out ways to adjust dispersion by precise control of the geometry and material of the resonator [102–105]. Figure 14(c)
shows the effect of the microresonator geometry on the spatial

Current and future challenges
The main challenge for microresonator-based sources of ultrashort pulses is the compensation of microresonator dispersion
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requirements are tools and techniques for fast and reliable
measurement of microresonator dispersion in order to achieve
a fast turnaround in the resonator optimization process.
Regarding the high repetition rate of microcombs further
development of electronics and photodetectors at 100 GHz
and beyond would help to achieve direct stabilization and
comb control. This could be achieved using direct chip-integrated electronic feedback loops with a faster response time.

position of the modes, which contributes to the dispersion.
However, dispersion compensation is even more complicated
because the high power of the circulating pulse can signiﬁcantly change the dispersive properties of the material.
More research is required to overcome dispersion for further
spectral broadening.
An alternative approach to intracavity spectral broadening is external broadening in a highly nonlinear ﬁber or a
nonlinear integrated photonic waveguide. However, the big
advantage of optical microresonators is the ﬁnesse of up to 1
million that leads to a huge power enhancement in the cavity,
which would be very beneﬁcial for spectral broadening in a
dispersion engineered resonator.
An additional challenge of microresonators for ultrafast
optics is the high repetition rate of the pulses. This repetition
rate can be up to 1 THz or higher. Importantly, a higher
repetition rate corresponds to a smaller mode volume of the
resonator, which is advantageous for the nonlinear comb
generation process.

Concluding remarks
Microresonator sources for ultrafast optics have a high
potential for precision time-domain spectroscopy in out-of-the
lab applications. The most signiﬁcant challenge is further
intracavity spectral broadening of the emitted spectra. This
could be achieved with a variety of different approaches
including precision laser machining and novel multi-layer
lithography techniques. High repetition rates and low power
consumption make microresonator-based pulse sources ideal
candidates for laser ranging and spectroscopy.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
In order to address dispersion compensation in optical
microresonators it is necessary to invest more dedicated
research in the optimization of resonator geometries. This can
be achieved in different ways depending on the microresonator platform, for example, with additional cleanroom
fabrication steps or precise laser machining. Additional
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9. Ultrafast solid-state laser sources

Current and future challenges

Thomas Südmeyer

Increasing the average power levels

Université de Neuchâtel

The development of ultrafast DPSSLs was the breakthrough
for introducing ultrashort laser pulses in industrial production.
Ultrashort pulses enable cold ablation: the pulse energy is
absorbed via multiphoton processes in very thin layer. The
direct transition from solid to gas prevents damage to the
surrounding material and enables precise structuring in the
micron or even nanometer range of virtually any material,
even for extremely hard or inhomogeneous materials, which
are difﬁcult to process with other tools. Although this process
was known for several decades, only recent ultrafast DPSSLs
offer enough output power and stability to make their use
cost-effective. Today, numerous laser companies offer picosecond DPSSLs with average power levels in the tens of watt
range. A major challenge is the still relatively high production
cost. Increasing the average power of reliable, cost-efﬁcient
and compact ultrafast laser sources into the hundreds or
thousands of watt regime is an important target for operating
at higher throughput in technical applications and for faster
measurements in scientiﬁc experiments [108]. Moreover,
many applications can beneﬁt from shorter pulse durations in
the femtosecond regime, and a second frontier is to extend the
performance of high power ultrafast solid-state lasers towards
shorter pulse durations. Areas such as structuring low-friction
surfaces for efﬁcient engines, efﬁcient manufacturing of carbon ﬁber reinforced plastics, or generating customized
microstructures for medical applications have a large growth
potential.

Status
Extremely short pulse duration, high spatial coherence and
broad optical spectrum—these unique properties of ultrashort
laser pulses have resulted in numerous scientiﬁc breakthroughs. The short pulse duration allows resolving and even
controlling processes that are extremely fast. Ultrashort laser
pulses enabled Zewail to measure the dynamics of chemical
reactions, a work honored by the 1999 Chemistry Nobel Prize
(see section 5). The spectral properties of ultrafast lasers
enable the generation of ultrastable OFCs (see sections 6 and
8), a work for which Hall and Hänsch received the 2005
Physics Nobel Prize. The high peak power allows efﬁcient
exploitation of nonlinear optical effects (see section 11) like
e.g. in multi-photon imaging. Ultrafast lasers are an essential
tool for many methods in super-resolved microscopy, an area
for which Hell, Betzig and Moerner received the 2014 Nobel
Prize in Chemistry. Intense ultrafast pulses even pave the way
for novel extreme light–matter interactions, enabling table-top
coherent x-ray sources (see section 5) and science at unprecedented short time scales of attoseconds. Initially, ultrafast
lasers were nearly exclusively used in basic research. The
complex, expensive and high-maintenance systems were not
suitable for applications outside well-controlled lab conditions. The crucial task for bringing ultrafast lasers to an
increasing number of wide-spread applications is reducing
their complexity and price, while at the same time improving
their performance and reliability. This became possible by
ultrafast solid-state bulk and ﬁber lasers. In the following, we
will focus on bulk lasers; a roadmap for ﬁber systems is
presented in section 7. Key ingredients for this progress are
the development of new solid-state gain materials [106],
which combine efﬁcient pumping by high power laser diodes
with sufﬁcient optical emission bandwidth for ultrashort pulse
generation, the development of reliable pulse formation
technologies like the SESAM [108], and the discovery of
appropriate laser and ampliﬁer designs for ultrashort pulses.
Novel ultrafast diode-pumped solid-state lasers (DPSSLs) are
currently entering more and more application ﬁelds in areas
such as material processing, biology, chemistry, material
science, and medicine. But there is still a large demand for
further improvements in performance, cost, reliability and
compactness, which is the target of many research teams and
companies. Given the tremendous progress achieved during
the last few years, I expect that the next generation of ultrafast
laser sources will continue the tremendous progress in scientiﬁc discoveries and real-world use. Simpler, more compact, and more economical ultrafast solid-state lasers will
enable new technologies and penetrate into numerous further
application areas.

Expanding the spectral coverage

Most commercially available ultrafast sources operate at a
center wavelength in the range 800–1500 nm. Ultrafast lasers
operating at other wavelengths are highly attractive for
expanding their application range. For example, ultrafast
sources operating in the so-called ‘ﬁngerprint region’ of
2–10 μm, where many relevant molecules have characteristic
fundamental absorption transitions, enable new sensing and
spectroscopy methods [67]. In addition, longer wavelengths
are promising for material processing of biomedical materials
and plastics.

Compact and reliable low-cost ultrafast sources for mass
applications

Although ultrafast lasers are used for production of mass
devices, such as cell phones or parts in the automotive
industry, they have not yet been integrated into devices sold
in large quantities. Current ultrafast lasers typically cost more
than 10k USD and are therefore only used in special devices
with high value creation. Ultrafast lasers can improve mass
applications such as telecommunication, range ﬁnding for the
gaming industry, biomedical sensing and imaging, but the
size, energy consumption and price is currently by far too
high for these areas.
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Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges

directly from an oscillator, but require pumping in the bluegreen spectral region. Recently, green pump diodes have been
developed for display applications, and they can be used for
pumping Ti:sapphire at a small fraction of the usual costs.
However, in the long term, replacing the existing ultrafast
sources by a different technology with a higher level of
integration appears mandatory to enable wide-spread applications. Ultrafast dielectric waveguide lasers are one promising approach for achieving this target. However, so far the
achievable peak power level is still too low, and further
research is required to increase it for real-world applications.
Another promising approach is based on ultrafast SDLs [113].
Semiconductor lasers are a proven technology for cost-efﬁcient mass production because they have a high level of
integration. However, in standard edge-emitting devices,
ultrashort pulses generate a large amount of nonlinear effects,
which makes it very challenging to achieve high peak powers.
This problem can be overcome by using vertical propagation
through semiconductor layers, the so-called vertical external
cavity surface emitting lasers or SDLs. Efﬁcient ultrafast
operation has been demonstrated and even integration of the
pulse-forming semiconductor absorber into the gain chip has
been shown in the MIXSEL (modelocked integrated externalcavity surface emitting laser, [114]). Important advances in
this area are the combination of watt-level average powers
with femtosecond operation, increasing the peak powers well
above the kW-regime, and further extension of the spectral
operation range.

Broad-band solid-state gain materials

In order to achieve short pulse durations, gain materials with
broad emission spectra are required. However, these materials
usually have disordered crystal structure, which often restricts
the propagation of phonons and leads to a signiﬁcantly lowered thermal conductivity. One of the most mature gain
material for ultrafast DPSSLs is Yb:YAG, which operates at a
center wavelength of 1030 nm, but only pulse durations of
several hundred of femtoseconds in high power operation.
The further research and growth optimization of spectrally
broader gain materials with high thermal conductivity and
mechanical strength that can be directly diode-pumped is of
high importance, especially also operating in the mid-IR
spectral region.
Ultrafast thin disk and slab laser systems

For high power ultrafast solid-state lasers, thermal lensing and
aberrations in the gain media have to be overcome, which
requires a laser design with excellent heat transport capabilities. Two very successful DPSSLs designs are the thindisk laser [109] and the slab design, because the ratio between
cooling surface and active volume is large. The thin disk
technology allows reaching extremely high output powers
directly from oscillators without the need for further ampliﬁcation [110]. Using ampliﬁer approaches, both technologies
have been achieving kW-power levels in ultrashort pulses
[111, 112]. Further pushing the power levels by improved
system designs, optimizing the repetition rates for the given
applications, and reducing the pulse duration in high power
operation are critical targets for the coming years.

Concluding remarks
The future for ultrafast DPSSLs looks bright. Although the
technology is already mature, the potential for research and
paradigm-changing results is still very high. I expect that
femotosecond lasers will expand into many additional
research areas and industrial markets in the years ahead. For
material processing and high ﬁeld science, the average power
levels of femtosecond systems will continue to increase into
the kilowatt regime. On the other hand, opportunities for
large-scale mass applications in areas like sensing, range
ﬁnding, or imaging will open up by the development of
compact and reliable low-cost femtosecond lasers based on
new approaches such as ultrafast SDLs.

Optical components with extremely high damage thresholds

Many high power femtosecond systems are currently not
limited by the pump power or thermal effects in the gain, but
by damage in other laser components. Investigating damage
thresholds in the regime of multi-megahertz high power
operation and optimizing components such as dispersive
mirrors, pulse pickers, or modelocking elements is
mandatory.
New approaches for cost-efficient ultrafast lasers: waveguides,
green-diode pumped Ti:sapphire lasers, semiconductor disk
lasers (SDLs)
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10. Compression of high energy pulses to the subattosecond regime: route to exawatt laser subatomic
physics
Gérard Mourou1 and Toshiki Tajima2
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Status
The possibility to amplify lasers to extreme peak power offers
a new paradigm unifying the atomic and subatomic worlds, to
include nuclear physics, high energy physics, astrophysics
and cosmology. At the moment we are experiencing a rush
toward the 10 PW led by the 3-pillar ELI infrastructure along
with Apollon in France and similar infrastructures in Russia,
China and Korea. The applications include x-ray and gammaray sources, high accelerating ﬁeld gradients to the level of
GeV cm−1 with the goal to go beyond the high energy
Standard Model and contribute to apprehend cosmic acceleration and revealing dark matter. The societal applications
are also numerous with proton therapy, short-lived isotope
production, nuclear waste transmutation and the like.

Figure 15. Laser Intensity through the years. The dashed line

corresponds to what could be obtained with signiﬁcant increases in
beam size or by increasing the number of beams. The red-dashed
line corresponds to the ‘short cut’ obtained through compression
technique to sub-attosecond pulse durations. The plot has evolved
from an early version ﬁrst presented in [118].

Current and future challenges
Over the past 30 years peak laser power has progressed to the
petawatt (1015 W) and is expected soon to reach 10 PW (see
ﬁgure 15). A shorter and cheaper route was recently presented
utilizing existing modern PW level laser systems. Their peak
power/intensity could be dramatically increased using
today’s energy level, i.e. 10–1000 J, by decreasing the pulse
duration to the sub-attosecond time scale. This is possible
using a two-step compression scheme [115]. The ﬁrst relies
on the ﬂat top character in phase and amplitude of today’s PW
laser pulses. It makes possible to compress the pulse to the
single cycle regime by producing a uniform self-phase
modulation across the beam using a thin, sub-millimeter glass
or plastic element at the laser output (see ﬁgure 16). The pulse
could be subsequently compressed by a factor of 5–10
corresponding to pulse durations of 4−2 fs by using an
appropriate sequence of chirped mirrors. The resulting pulse
of very large amplitude can be qualiﬁed using the normalized
vector potential, a0=eE0/meωc, which is ∼1 when the laser
intensity corresponds to 1018 W cm−2. When a laser pulse’s
a0 reaches the range of 10–100 and is used to drive a relativistic plasma mirror. Naumova et al [116] modeled that in
reﬂection a pulse duration as short as 600 attosecond/a0 with
good 10% efﬁciency could be obtained using a single stage.
Using two stages it should be possible to go to the subattosecond regime with an efﬁciency of 1%. Note that a
generated subattosecond pulse containing only 1 J will reach a
peak power of the exawatt, and necessarily be in the keV-xray regime.

Figure 16. Evolution of pulse compression in the single cycle

regime. Due to the energy losses associated with coupling the laser
pulse spatial mode into a single-mode ﬁber or hollow-core capillary
the resulting pulse energies from these schemes are typically limited
to the sub mJ level. Proposed thin ﬁlm compression techniques offer
the possibility of compression laser pulses containing Joules of
energy to durations of a few-cycles.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
The extraordinary large peak in the keV-regime power will
provide an accelerating gradient 6 orders of magnitude higher
than what can be accomplished with RF based accelerators
[117]. The critical density of a plasma, nc, is deﬁned by a
given laser frequency and increases with increasing photon
frequency or energy. For 1 eV optical photons, nc is about
1021 cc−1, while for x-ray photons of 10 keV nc is about
1027 cc−1 and is well above solid densities. In laser wakeﬁeld
acceleration (LWFA), the energy gain is limited by the critical
density of the plasma with the high intensity LWFA energy
gain given by
ee = a 0 2mc 2 (nc /n e ),where ne is the electron density.
Therefore going to a higher photon energy allows for a greater
achievable energy gain. An important beneﬁt of a higher
density plasma is that it supports a larger acceleration
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size limited by the laser wavelength. It is predicted that their
interaction with solids will generate attosecond or even zeptosecond multi-exawatt pulses in the x-ray regime with the
acumen to drive giant acceleration in crystals in the
TeV cm−1 regime. The combination of compression techniques forms the basis of an all-optical high energy physics
ﬁeld providing the means to investigate vacuum structure,
dark matter, dark ﬁelds and the like. In addition the technology could underpin new compact sources of protons,
neutrons and muons with applications in fundamental physics
and societal applications like proton therapy or nuclear waste
transmutation.

gradient. Shifting to extreme x-ray driven wakeﬁeld acceleration dramatically allows the acceleration to larger energies
to be achieved over shorter distances and suggests TeV
energies being achieved over centimeter distances. The
accelerating lengths of the order of TeV cm−1 are 103 times
previous results achieved for optical lasers in gases and 106
times that of current radiofrequency technology and are
suggestive of accelerating to levels achieved only at CERN in
Geneva, not over kilometers, but over a few centimeter focus
—supported by a laser facility such as the PW level facilities
currently being built.

Concluding remarks
Modern high peak power laser producing PW and 10 PW
pulses with top hat distribution, combined with a thin ﬁlm/
plate compressor, could have the capability to produce
100 PW pulses with single cycle or 2.5 fs, focused on a spot
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providing for example the ﬁrst experimental insights into
electron cloud dynamics.

11. Nonlinear propagation phenomena in ultrafast
optics
Daniele Faccio

Heriot-Watt University

Current and future challenges
One of the greatest challenges and avenues for future research is
related to the fact that Ti:sapphire technology is so well established that researchers currently have easy and commercial access
to robust femtosecond pulse light sources. On the one hand this
has enabled most if not all of the more remarkable feats of nonlinear optics but on the other has limited our view of light−matter
interaction to a rather restricted spectral bandwidth centered in the
near-infrared region, below 1 μm. Results accumulated over the
past few years have already very clearly shown that extending the
wavelengths towards the UV, MIR or even far-infrared (FIR) is
not simply a question of ‘more of the same’ but truly new propagation regimes are observed. Examples are unexpected phasematching conditions for HHG in the x-ray water window region
when using few cycle MIR pulses [120] or enhanced THz (FIR)
generation with MIR pumped plasma ﬁlaments [121].
A large obstacle to be overcome here is the availability of
high power, few-cycle MIR pulsed laser sources. Current
approaches involve either optical parametric ampliﬁcation (OPA)
(therefore, enabled by nonlinear optics) or novel laser materials
with large gain bandwidth. However, the former is not readily
scalable to high intensities (as it in turn requires even high power
pump lasers) and the latter does not have access, yet, to a wide
range of materials (although the lesson learnt from the history of
the Ti:sapphire laser tells us that only one suitable material is
required in order to revolutionize a research ﬁeld).
There seems to be emerging evidence that it is not only
HHG or THz generation that is strongly affected by the use of
MIR pump pulses but, in general, most ﬁelds of high intensity
nonlinear optics. The reasoning behind this is that the interactions are now occurring in a regime where, in most materials,
dispersion becomes a secondary effect or, stated differently, the
dynamics are dominated by the short nonlinear length. One
example is ﬁlamentation where preliminary studies have
already shown that MIR pulses lead to peculiar propagation
features. One outstanding goal for ﬁlamentation that will be
required if ﬁlaments are to deliver on some of the promised
applications is the extension of the ﬁlament length beyond the
current few meter lengths, combined also with a suppression of
multiple ﬁlament breakup and/or concentration of higher
energies into a single ﬁlament. These in turn would have an
impact on some of the more challenging proposals for ﬁlamentation optics, such as lightning (or high energy voltage
discharge) guiding or rain/snowfall control [122].
Changing topic slightly, ﬁber-based nonlinear optics is
still reserving surprises and potential for future fundamental
studies and applications alike. Examples are the recent
demonstrations of very strong nonlinear dynamics in multimode ﬁbers [123] and the observation of soliton interaction in
ﬁber cavities over distances that are measured in astronomical
units [124]. The latter therefore enable the study of extremely
weak effects, corresponding to temporal delay accumulations
of the order of 1 as per cavity round trip.

Status
One of the very ﬁrst demonstrations of the capabilities of the
newly invented LASER was second harmonic generation in a
quartz crystal by Franken, in 1961. A series of studies quickly
ensued and the foundations of nonlinear optics where already
well established in the early sixties. In the 1970s, long distance
guiding in optical ﬁbers was also demonstrated and, following
that, the realization that weak nonlinearity accumulated over long
distances can lead to dramatic effects, ranging from soliton
propagation to the generation of white light, also known as
supercontinuum. A remarkable advance in this direction came
with the invention of the photonic crystal ﬁber in the 1990s that
enabled unprecedented control over laser pulse propagation and
enhanced nonlinear effects. Nonlinear optics in photonic crystal
ﬁbers alone has developed into a whole research ﬁeld. In conjunction with the demonstration of high precision FCs generated
from mode-locked lasers for which a Nobel prize was awarded in
2005 (see sections 6 and 8), extremely high precision metrology
with better than 1 part on 1017 is now achieved. Taking a step
back in time again, possibly one of the most transformative
changes in the ﬁeld of nonlinear optics was the demonstration of
lasing in titanium-doped sapphire materials and ultrashort laser
pulse generation. Pulse durations reaching sub-100 fs are readily
available and many labs around the world are currently working
with 4 fs durations (less that two optical cycles at 800 nm).
In the late 1980s a remarkable observation opened yet
another research area, ‘ultrashort laser pulse ﬁlamentation’: short,
100 fs pulses left to propagate over long distances in air would
self-focus to a small ∼100 μm spot with remarkably high
intensities in the 10 TW cm−2 region [119]. This focused pulse
then propagated apparently without diffraction over many diffraction lengths, leaving a visible plasma ﬁlament in its wake.
Ultrashort laser pulse ﬁlaments are currently used and studied for
a variety of applications, ranging from pulse compression, white
light generation, material processing and even weather control.
When optical pulses reach the few-cycle regime, new and
unexpected effects emerge that can be grouped under the
name of ‘extreme nonlinear optics’. In many cases, the
standard perturbative approach to nonlinear optics no longer
holds and microscopic models that account either for the
quantum properties and/or the non-power law dependence of
light−matter interaction must be introduced. Possibly the
most exciting example in this ﬁeld is ‘HHG’ that has been
shown to lead to a plateau of harmonics extending all the way
into the x-ray water window. When generated with single
cycle pulses, the same process can generate a spectral continuum associated to an isolated pulse with durations
demonstrated in the sub-100 as regime. It is worth noting that
these are the shortest events of any kind made by man and are
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Nonlinear interactions in the ‘weak’ regime are in general of
interest for a number of applications, one of the most obvious
being single photon switches for quantum computing. One
example is nonlinear optics with high-level energy excited
Rydberg atoms that exhibit a remarkably strong interaction with
light due to the large micron-scale diameters and huge geometric
cross-section. These allow efﬁcient light−matter interactions at
the single photon level. ‘Quantum nonlinearity’, in the wider
sense of nonlinear interactions, with speciﬁcally engineered
photon states is a very promising future direction. It has been
shown for example that non-classical light from a broadband
down-conversion process will behave as a single photon in a
two-photon process (which therefore shows a linear growth in
intensity instead of the quadratic growth observed with classical
light states) [125]. It could in principle be possible to vastly
increase nonlinear interaction efﬁciencies also in other processes,
e.g. harmonic or even HHG using properly chosen photon states.
The main challenge here remains the creation of a bright light
source that can deliver the desired, e.g., high-number Fock states.
Another growing ﬁeld of interest in nonlinear optics is the
possibility to use light to mimic other systems. The most wellknown example is the use of light propagation in optical ﬁbers or
other systems in regimes that exhibit rare, yet extreme-height
events. The ﬁrst note on the importance of these events was based
on soliton ﬁssion in a ﬁber, exhibiting rare but very intense Raman
red-shifting of solitons [126]. These dynamics were likened and
compared to oceanic rogue waves. There is now a consistent literature on the topic of optical rogue events: the ﬁeld has opened a
new understanding in optical soliton propagation dynamics but
arguably has also had a strong impact on the oceanic studies
where, until recently, rogue waves were not even seriously considered due to the lack of systematic measurements. Oceanic rogue
waves are currently the object of intense scrutiny and studies that
are at least partly based on the understanding and methods emerging from the nonlinear optics community. In a similar fashion,
there are other apparently unrelated ﬁelds that can be connected to
nonlinear optical propagation. Going beyond the rogue wave
analogy, it is possible to create actual ﬂuids made of light [127].
Repulsive photon−photon interactions arising from a negative

Kerr-like nonlinearity lead to an effective superﬂuid-like evolution
of the light beam, which can be used to observe dynamics that are
typically associated to superﬂuid Helium or Bose–Einstein condensates. These photon ﬂuids can also be used to mimic curved
spacetime geometries, providing a remarkable connection to general relativity and gravitational physics. Similar ideas, such as the
creation of artiﬁcial event horizons and even Hawking radiation
emission from these have been proposed in solitons and intense
light pulses [128]. The concept of an optical horizon has gradually
emerged over the past years in nonlinear optical ﬁber propagation
and has been proposed for a range of applications such as coherent
supercontinuum generation, wavelength control and all-optical
transistors. One of the open challenges is to transform these
gravitational analogues into systems that can provide valuable
information for those working with the Einstein equations and
relative astrophysical or cosmological models, possibly even
looking as far as quantum gravity predictions.

Concluding remarks
We have attempted to give a brief overview of some of the major
achievements of propagative nonlinear optics together with some
outstanding challenges and potential avenues for future research.
This overview is of course biased by personal preference and
there are certainly many other opportunities in the ﬁeld.
But regardless of the actual applications involved, the
parabola of the progress from the ﬁrst Ruby laser to attosecond,
and possibly in the future even zeptosecond pulses is constellated
with a remarkable variety of achievements and is a testament to
mankind’s ingenuity, driven by curiosity, the desire to understand
nature and, of course, nonlinear optics.
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position of dominance in the ﬁeld of spectroscopy as the
versatility of this technique and the relatively low cost of the
instrumentation proved much appropriate for the determination of the structure of molecules, the quantitative analysis of
complex mixtures, the investigation of dynamic systems,
biomedical spectroscopy, hyperspectral imaging, and the
study of many types of interfacial phenomena. Despite its
success, the FTS has its limitations. Recording times are
limited by the speed of a moving mirror and often exceeds
several minutes, which is orders of magnitude too long for
applications linked to real-time monitoring. Due to the use of
low-brightness incoherent light sources, FTS exhibits limited
sensitivity with a limited optical path length.
Here lies a challenge for ultrafast optics, and especially
FC spectroscopy, to renew the ﬁeld of FTS towards high
resolution, broadband spectroscopy under dynamically
changing conditions with a high sensitivity. More speciﬁcally,
the following conditions have to be met:

12. Sensing and spectroscopy
Frans J M Harren

Radboud University

Status
Since the invention of the laser, spectroscopy made a signiﬁcant step forward in helping to understand the properties
of materials in the gas, liquid or solid phase. Before this
invention Globar sources were used, in combination with
interferometric methods, to study electronic, vibrational and
rotational transitions covering the UV, visible, near- and MIR
wavelength region. Due to their monochromatic properties
lasers are able to sense molecules with high sensitivity and
selectivity, taking advantage of their high spectral resolution
and the ability to operate over long optical path lengths. The
ﬁrst laser-based spectroscopic sensing can be found in the
early 1970s when nitric oxide (NO) was detected as pollutant
in air samples [129]. In that time period the laser was widely
accepted as a new high resolution spectroscopy tool. Lasers
were developed in two directions: as pulsed or as continuous
wave source. Pulsed lasers have high intensity, short pulses
starting from Q-switching (nanosecond scale) towards modelocked systems (femtosecond scale). The advantage of
pulsed systems is that they can initiate multi-photon excitation and electronically excite, ionize and dissociate molecules; besides intermediating chemical reactions. Their
downside was their pulse to pulse ﬂuctuations and varying
pulse shapes, inducing strongly ﬂuctuating nonlinear effects,
making them less convenient for sensing applications in
which high sensitivity and precision is needed. Sensing with
continuous wave lasers became the standard for spectroscopic
sensing applications (see e.g. [130]), due to their narrow
linewidth and stable output power. For many spectroscopic
sensing applications a distributed feedback laser with a limited tuning range is sufﬁcient. It will keep costs low, important for end users within industrial process monitoring,
atmospheric chemistry, but also medical sciences and agrotechnology applications [131]. However, in many applications sensing gets impeded by spectroscopic interferences of
other molecular species or a fringing effect of the optical
system itself. Especially, investigating complex mixtures
demands for a wide wavelength coverage with widely tunable
lasers and nonlinear devices (such as external cavity QCLs,
OPOs or difference frequency generators). Not to exceed a
reasonable measuring time such devices should be able to
scan quickly and still sense properly.

• There is a need for a high sensitivity, which not only
includes the development of the optical source but also a
long optical interaction length, a sensitive and selective
detection system and a proper data handling.
• Sufﬁcient large spectral bandwidth; such that complex
mixtures can be observed or a global wide observation of
different energy levels in one specie.
• High spectral resolution, especially for gas phase
spectroscopy at sub-Doppler resolution. It will give
selectivity against other species and isotopologues.
• Fast acquisition time such that short-lived phenomena can
be observed performing time-resolved studies.
• Frequency accuracy, a self-calibrated wavelength scale
will obsolete the need of a wavemeter or spectrum
analyzer.
Continuous wave, tunable lasers can address these challenges using appropriate spectroscopic detection schemes, but
as soon as broad spectral coverage is needed at seconds’
timescale they become inefﬁcient. As a consequence, in
recent years, one of the major preoccupations of spectroscopists is to elaborate new strategies for the next generation
of spectroscopic instruments able to deliver at once high
resolution, high accuracy, broad spectral coverage and rapid
acquisition.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Since 2000, the FC [132] has appeared as a new laser source
offering broad spectral extension and high brightness. The FC
is typically based on femtosecond modelocked lasers, but can
also be generated via micro resonators [90] or QCLs [133]. Its
spectral coverage (typically several hundreds of wavenumbers) can be extended via nonlinear generation (supercontinuum, difference frequency, optical parametric
generation) [67]. Its spectral structure is made of numerous
equidistant narrow lines that have stable and accurate individual positions. They can be described as a bright source

Current and future challenges
Spectroscopic sensing is important in many aspects of science
and society (see illustration in ﬁgure 17); one of the most
important spectroscopic instruments which is used for this is
FTS. The FTS is the most efﬁcient approach to record highly
consistent, well resolved spectra over a wide wavelength
coverage, ranging from the infrared to VUV. They have a
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Figure 17. An illustration of the importance of sensing in industrial, medical and scientiﬁc applications, as well as society.

and resolved molecular spectra are recorded within tens of
milliseconds.
FC−FTS has great potential to reach high sensitivity, as it
takes advantages of the brightness of the lasers sources. The
signal is detected at RF frequencies, allowing shot-noise-limited detection. However, it remains a challenge to generate
stable MIR FCs with the wavelength coverage of a Globar
source (2–20 μm) and enough optical power. The MIR
wavelength region is important as this is the molecular ﬁngerprint region, in which molecules can be identiﬁed with high
selectivity and sensitivity. Recently, on a number of occasions,
sensitive spectroscopy using Dual Comb FTS has been
demonstrated in the near and mid infrared wavelength regions.
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Figure 18. Spectroscopic example using a frequency comb Fourier
transform spectrometer showing the ν3-vibrational band of methane
with a wavelength coverage of 350 cm−1, a spectral resolution of
0.3 cm−1 within a recording time of 100 ms. A comparison is made
with the HITRAN database; for more details see [136].

Concluding remarks
There is a challenge for FC spectroscopy to renew the ﬁeld of
FTS towards high resolution, broadband spectroscopy under
dynamically changing conditions with a high sensitivity.
Speed, wavelength coverage and spectral resolution are the
main opportunities to establish a presence in the ﬁeld of
spectroscopic sensing. To develop instrumentation outside the
R&D ﬁeld, other factors such as price and size will become
important factors. This can only be overcome by miniaturization and photonic–electronic integration. For the nearinfrared wavelength region major steps are already being
made in this direction, developing integrated dual comb
modelocked lasers.

equivalent to 100 000 s single-mode lasers emitting at perfectly well known frequencies. As such, FCs are presently
transforming the scientiﬁc ﬁeld within fundamental metrology
and spectroscopy. For spectroscopic analysis, FC lasers were
successfully combined with Michelson-based FTS (see e.g.
[134]) and the outbreak of FC lasers has led to a new generation of spectrometers, called the FC–FTS or dual-comb
spectrometer, in which two FC lasers are used for
spectroscopy [135]. The operation principle of the FC–FTS is
that the beat notes between pairs of lines from two combs
with different repetition frequencies occur in the RF domain,
thus providing instantaneously a down-converted image of
the optical spectrum. See ﬁgure 18 for an example spectrum.
Due to the brightness of laser FCs, long averages are not
needed to obtain high signal-to-noise ratios, and broadband
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13. Parametric frequency conversion
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Status
State-of-the-art femtosecond lasers, based on Ti:sapphire or
Yb:doped gain media, operate at ﬁxed wavelengths (0.8 μm
for Ti:sapphire and 1 μm for Yb). This contrasts with the
requirements of many applications, which call for ultrashort
light pulses broadly tunable from the MIR to the ultraviolet.
As there are no classical laser active media capable of
providing gain over such a broad frequency range, frequency tunability must be achieved by a nonlinear optical
effect, taking advantage of the high peak powers of femtosecond lasers. The most widespread solution exploits the
second order nonlinear effect known as OPA [137]. In an
OPA (ﬁgure 19(a)) energy is transferred, in a nonlinear
crystal, from an high frequency and high intensity beam (the
pump, at frequency ωp) to a lower frequency, lower intensity beam (the signal, at frequency ωs) which is thus
ampliﬁed, starting from a weak ‘seed’ beam; in addition a
third beam (the idler, at the difference frequency ωi=
ωp−ωs) is generated. The OPA process satisﬁes energy
conservation and requires, for efﬁcient energy conversion,
momentum conservation (phase-matching) kp=ks+ki.
The OPA is thus an optical ampliﬁer with continuously
variable center frequency (determined by the phasematching condition) and represents an easy way of tuning
over a broad range the frequency of an otherwise ﬁxed
femtosecond laser system [138]. On the other hand, if suitably designed, an OPA can simultaneously fulﬁll the
phase-matching condition for a broad range of signal frequencies thus acting as a broadband ampliﬁer, efﬁciently
transferring energy from a narrowband pump pulse to a
broadband signal (idler) pulse; it can therefore be used to
dramatically shorten, by over an order of magnitude, the
duration of the pump pulse, generating tunable few-opticalcycle pulses (ﬁgure 20) [139]. Femtosecond OPAs, using
Ti:sapphire pump lasers and BBO nonlinear crystals, are a
rather mature technology, with well-understood design
principles and a broad range of applications, from ultrafast
optical spectroscopy (see section 5) to high-ﬁeld science
(see section 1). The tunability of OPAs can be extended in
the UV and the IR spectral ranges by other second-order
nonlinear processes, such as sum- and difference-frequency
generation.

Figure 19. (a) Conceptual scheme of an ultrafast OPA; (b)

conceptual scheme of an OPCPA.

Broadband Yb-pumped OPAs allow the generation of fewoptical-cycle pulses at high average powers and repetition
rates, for many applications which beneﬁt from high photon
ﬂux [140].
Optical parametric chirped-pulse ampliﬁcation (OPCPA)
[129] consists in ampliﬁcation of a chirped seed pulse by a
long (1–10 ps) pump pulse, followed by recompression
(ﬁgure 19(b)). With respect to conventional chirped-pulse
ampliﬁcation it has several advantages: (i) capability of providing high gain in a short pathlength; (ii) ultrabroad gain
bandwidths; (iii) reduction of pre-pulse pedestals due to
ampliﬁed spontaneous emission; (iv) low thermal loading due
to lack of energy storage. OPCPA is the most promising route
for power scaling of few-optical-cycle pulses, up to the PW
level [142] (see section 10).
OPAs enable passive, all-optical stabilization of the
carrier-envelope phase (CEP) of ultrashort pulses. This effect
exploits the cancellation of the CEPs of the interacting beams
in the DFG process which is intrinsic to OPAs [143]. Passive
CEP stabilization has advantages with respect to active
approaches, such as the absence of electronic circuitry, frequency tunability and the possibility of combining ultrabroad
bandwidths with energy scaling, using OPCPAs.
Broadband OPAs have been optimized, at different frequencies, in terms of ampliﬁed bandwidth, resulting in the
shortest possible pulsewidths. A further bandwidth increase
can be obtained by coherent synthesis of pulses with different
colors, generated by separate OPAs. In combination with CEP
control, coherent synthesis will allow to shorten the pulsewidth to the sub-cycle limit and generate high-power light
transients with controlled electric ﬁelds, allowing on-demand
optical waveform generation [144].
Another challenge is the generation of powerful fewoptical-cycle pulses in the MIR range, which, due to the λ2
scaling of the ponderomotive energy of free electrons, will
lead to enhanced strong-ﬁeld light−matter interactions such
as HHG [145] (see section 1). Extension of frequency tunability to the UV range by up-conversion will also be of great
interest for studies on biomolecules (DNA, proteins).

Current and future challenges
There is a huge development potential for Yb:pumped OPAs.
Yb lasers can be dramatically scaled (see section 9) in both
average power (up to several kWs) and repetition rate (up to
the MHz range), but have narrow gain bandwidths.
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Figure 20. Examples of tunable few-optical-cycle pulses generated by OPAs under broadband phase matching conditions, and spanning a
wide spectral range [139]. The UV pulses are generated by frequency up-conversion. NOPA: non-collinear OPA; SHG: second-harmonic
generation; SFG: sum-frequency generation.

bandwidth. Current pump sources, at 0.8 and 1 μm, do not
allow to generate mid-IR pulses directly as the idler of an
OPA, due to two-photon pump absorption in the OPA crystal
(s). The ongoing development of powerful sources of ultrashort pulses at ≈2 μm, based on Ho: and/or Tm:doped gain
media [145], will allow direct pumping of mid-IR OPAs
based on ZnGeP2, GaSe and AgGaSe2 crystals with lower
quantum defects and more favorable group-velocity
matching.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Scaling femtosecond OPAs to high average powers and high
repetition rates will require the development of adequate
pump lasers, based on Yb technology, either in bulk format
(using thin disk or slab geometries or cryogenic cooling of the
active medium) or in ﬁber format (with coherent beam
combination from parallel ampliﬁers, see section 7). At such
average powers one should consider thermal effects in the
OPA crystals, due to parasitic linear or multiphoton absorption, which may lead to beam distortions, deviations from the
phase-matching conditions and catastrophic failure.
The development of OPCPA technology and its peak
power and pulse energy scaling capabilities will depend on
the availability of suitable pump laser systems, with pulse
duration of a few picoseconds, which are challenging to
generate at high energies and/or repetition rates. The spatial
and temporal beam quality of such pump lasers will have to
be optimized, as it directly impacts on the OPCPA performance, and parasitic parametric superﬂuorescence will have
to be suppressed.
Coherent synthesis of multiple OP(CP)A channels promises to deliver optical waveforms with multi-octave spectra
and sub-cycle control of the electric ﬁeld, opening the ﬁeld of
‘waveform nonlinear optics’. This development poses formidable challenges: dispersion management has to be
implemented over ultrabroad bandwidths, using specially
developed chirped mirrors and adaptive optics. In addition the
timing between the different OP(CP)A channels has to be
controlled with sub-100 attosecond accuracy, using balanced
optical cross-correlator technology.
Passive CEP stabilization needs to be further investigated
and its performances, in terms of CEP ﬂuctuations, assessed
against those of the more established active approaches.
MIR pulses are currently produced by DFG between the
signal and idler pulses of an OPA, with limited energy and

Concluding remarks
Parametric frequency conversion, mainly based on OPAs, is a
mature technology enabling femtosecond lasers, which
operate at ﬁxed wavelengths, to achieve tunability over the
whole electromagnetic spectrum, from the MIR to the ultraviolet. This gives an unprecedented ﬂexibility to studies of
light−matter interaction, both in the perturbative and the
strong-ﬁeld regimes. In addition, thanks to their broad gain
bandwidths, OPAs have the unique capability to generate
tunable few-optical-cycle light pulses. OPA technology can
be scaled to very high average powers (thanks to the development of Yb lasers) and peak powers (thanks to the OPCPA
concept). Future challenges will concern: control of the CEP
of the generated pulses, by passive stabilization mechanism;
further bandwidth broadening, to the multi-octave regime, by
coherent synthesis of OPAs; extension of few-optical-cycle
pulse generation to the MIR and ultraviolet ranges, which are
critical for many applications.
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